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Abstract: Broadly tunable multiple high-harmonic conical beams have 
been generated by means of a multistep χ(2) cascade processes in a two 
dimensional nonlinear photonic crystal. The nonlinear structure consists of 
a square lattice of inverted hexagonal domains with diameters and distances 
between domains as low as 1 μm. The large number of reciprocal lattice 
vectors provided by both the square nonlinear structure and the hexagonal 
shaped domains, along with imperfections on the size and shape of the 
individual domains make possible the simultaneous generation of second up 
to fifth harmonic conical beams in a single nonlinear structure by using 
different types of phase matching geometries. The frequency response can 
be tuned in an extremely large spectral range, and continuous generation of 
nonlinear conical beams covering the whole visible spectral region can be 
achieved. Further, the same photon energy can be generated at different 
orders, so that concentrically emitted conical beams with angular dispersion 
as large as Δθ = 50° can be observed. The results highlight the significance 
of highly controlled engineered 2D nonlinear structures to generate 
advanced multi-photon devices with large spatial and spectral tunable 
response. 
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1. Introduction 
Frequency conversion processes based on domain engineered ferroelectric crystals have 
shown to be an effective approach to generate compact sources of radiation capable to operate 
in a broad spectral range [1]. A large variety of nonlinear optical phenomena including sum-
frequency mixing, optical parametric oscillation or even backwards second harmonic 
generation (SHG) have been successfully demonstrated by using periodically poled structures 
to quasi-phase-match (QPM) optical interactions [2–6]. Moreover, the QPM generalization 
from one to two dimensional χ(2) modulation – the so-called two dimensional nonlinear 
photonic crystals (2DNLPC), expanded the access to several reciprocal lattice vectors within 
the same crystal, increasing not only the frequency range suitable to be converted but also the 
directions at which the nonlinear processes take place [7]. Besides, simultaneous phase 
matching (PM) of multiple nonlinear interactions can also be supported by the 2D nonlinear 
structures as demonstrated in several theoretical and experimental works [8–11]. The 
performance of these devices strongly depends on the shapes and sizes of ferroelectric 
domains, which is ultimately determined by the ability to engineer domain structures with 
precision. In fact, alternate ferroelectric domains structures with increasingly smaller sizes 
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and periods are ever more required to control the generation and light distribution in several 
scientific and technologically relevant fronts. Telecommunications, sensing applications or 
quantum optics are some examples of multidisciplinary fields, where not only large spatial 
and spectral tunability, but also multiphoton operation, are currently demanded [12–14]. 
Here, we have fabricated a square lattice of ~1 μm size alternate ferroelectric domains with a 
poling period Λ~2 μm and a fractional filling factor f = 0.35 (Fig. 1(a)), to demonstrate what 
we believe to be the highest tunable multistep cascaded χ(2) conical harmonic generation up to 
date in a solid state system. Such a short domain periodicity in LiNbO3 is the result of a 
technological improvement on ferroelectric domain engineering provided by the use of direct 
electron beam writing (DEBW) as a tool to reverse the spontaneous polarization. From SHG 
up to fifth harmonic generation (FiHG) are simultaneously generated in a conical geometry 
by means of a single fundamental beam. The harmonic waves are generated at different 
conical angles and an extremely large tunability range (Δλ>1000 nm), only limited by the 
experimental set-up, is demonstrated without any angle or thermal tunning of the nonlinear 
structure. Further, we show how the short poling period along with the extensive spatial 
control of the fabricated nonlinear structure allows the PM condition to be fulfilled at 
numerous m,n diffraction orders. As a result, the generation of multiple high harmonic conical 
waves exhibiting angular dispersion values as large as Δθ = 50° for a fixed frequency 
converted wavelength is achieved. Together, all these results highlight the significance of 
highly controlled engineered 2D nonlinear structures to generate broadly tunable multi-
photon devices with marked dispersive properties in extremely large spectral ranges (400-
1000 nm). 
2. Experimental 
The ferroelectric domain pattern was fabricated by means of direct electron beam writing 
(DEBW). The electron beam was focused on the -z face of the crystal by means of a Philips 
XL30 Schottky field emission gun electron microscope driven by an Elphy Raith 
nanolithography software. Prior to the irradiation process, a 0.5 mm thick z-cut congruent 
LiNbO3 a 100nm Al film was deposited on the + z face, which acted as a ground 
electrode.The irradiation process was performed without any mask. The acceleration voltage 
was 15 kV and the applied charge density 1500 µC/cm2. The inverted domains grew along the 
polar axis of the crystal (z axis) and crossed the whole thickness of the sample. The diameter 
of the inverted domains in the xy plane was 1 µm and the lattice parameter of the two 
dimensional square lattice was Λ = 2 μm. The average filling factor, f, defined as the ratio of 
the total inverted area to the original polarization area was f = 0.35 in both. The spatial 
extension of the patterns was 0.5x0.5 mm2. The inverted ferroelectric domain structures were 
revealed after a selective chemical etching in a 2:1 solution of HNO3:HF. For the high 
harmonic generation experiments, the sample was polished up to optical quality. An ultrafast 
optical parametric amplifier (OPerA-Solo (COHERENT)) generating 140 fs pulses at a 
repetition rate of 1 kHz was used as tunable excitation source in the 1200-2400 nm spectral 
range. The average output power was 100 mW. The laser beam was linearly polarized. All the 
frequency conversion experiments were performed with the fundamental beam travelling 
parallel to the ferroelectric axis. The multicolour concentric circular rings generated by the 
conical beams were projected on a screen. Half wave-plates were used to control the laser 
polarization. The pictures of the generated conical radiation were obtained by means of Nikon 
D90 digital camera. 
3. Results and discussion 
The frequency conversion experiments were performed with the fundamental beam travelling 
parallel to the ferroelectric axis, and so to the domain walls. Upon this configuration the 
enhanced second order nonlinearity induced by domain walls [15–20], was exploited to 
generate χ(2) parametric processes resulting in broadband generation of multiple high-
harmonic conical beams (from second to fifth order). These consisted of multicolour 
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concentric circular rings, which were projected on a graph paper screen. A schematic of the 
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(b). The experimental images obtained for four different 
fundamental wavelengths (1450, 1900, 2100 and 2300nm respectively) are shown in Fig. 1(c-
f). As seen, as the fundamental wavelength is tuned, the harmonic conical waves are 
generated at different frequencies and emission angles defined by the PM geometry involved 
in the χ(2) cascade process. All the conical generated beams show the azimuthal intensity 
dependence related to that of the quadratic nonlinear effective coefficients deff of LiNbO3. 
This fact, along with the presence of two closely separated rings at the same frequency 
(ordinary and extraordinary beams) arises from the anisotropy of LiNbO3 and has been treated 
in previous work [19, 20]. Additionally, due to the high peak power of the incident beam, 
collinear SHG and THG generation are also obtained even when the PM condition is not 
rigorously satisfied. 
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Fig. 1. (a). Optical picture of a square lattice of inverted ferroelectric domains in LiNbO3. The 
period of the structure is Λ~2 μm. (b) Schematic of the experimental set-up for conical high 
harmonic generation process for an incident fundamental beam along the z axis of the crystal. 
(c-f) Experimental images of multiple high-harmonic conical beams recorded in the far field 
when the fundamental wavelength was fixed at 1450, 1900, 2100 and 2300nm, respectively. 
Two different types of nonlinear processes can account for the observed non-collinear 
χ(2)-cascade high harmonic generation depending whether the sum frequency mixing (SM) 
occurs via transverse or longitudinal PM conditions. The nonlinear Cerenkov radiation 
represents the type of nonlinear interaction in which only the longitudinal PM condition is 
fulfilled. In this case, the conical angle is defined by the material refractive index dispersion 
and multiple high harmonic generation is obtained by SHG and successive sum frequency 
conversion processes between the longitudinal component of the generated harmonics and the 
fundamental beam. This process is known as Type I Cerenkov harmonic generation. Besides, 
the longitudinal PM condition can also be fulfilled by sum frequency mixing processes 
between the collinearly generated SHG and THG and the fundamental beam. This process is 
labelled as type II Cerenkov harmonic generation. The phase matching conditions for both 
types of χ(2)-Cerenkov cascade generation can be written as: 
 ( 1) ( 1)cos cos ( 1)
I
i i i iType I k k k i kω ω ω ωθ θ+ + = + = + ⋅  (1) 
 ( 1) ( 1)cos
II
i i iType II k k kω ω ωθ+ + = +  (2) 
where kω and kiω are the fundamental and the i-th order harmonic wave vector respectively, 
and θi the internal conical angle of the i-th order Cerenkov harmonic generated wave. 
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Superscripts I and II refer to the Cerenkov-type process. Figure 2(a) shows the schematic 
diagrams of Type I and Type II multistep cascaded χ(2) –Cerenkov harmonic generation. 
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Fig. 2. (a). Schematic diagram showing the longitudinal phase matching condition of the 
multistep cascaded χ(2) –Cerenkov harmonic generation via Type I and Type II processes for 
the different harmonics observed in this work. (b) Multicolor ring-shaped Cerenkov multiple 
high harmonic generation recorded in the far field when the fundamental beam was tuned at 
2100 nm. Red, green and blue conical emissions are simultaneously obtained via multistep 
frequency tripling, quadrupling and quintupling of the fundamental wave. (c) Angular 
dependence of the generated harmonic beams as a function of the fundamental wavelength. 
Theoretical calculations and experimental points are represented by solid lines and dots 
respectively. 
As a representative example Fig. 2(b) shows a colourful ring shaped nonlinear pattern 
recorded in the far field when the fundamental beam was tuned at 2100 nm. Red, green and 
blue conical beams are simultaneously obtained via multistep Type I frequency tripling, 
quadrupling and quintupling of the fundamental wave: the third harmonic generation results 
from a two step process that involves conical SHG and successive sum frequency mixing 
between the longitudinal component of SHG and the fundamental incident wave; similarly, 
the 4th and 5th harmonic conical beams are produced by sum frequency mixing the 
longitudinal component of the third and fourth harmonic, respectively, and the fundamental 
wave. Additionally, an extra red ring with a weaker intensity is also observed and has been 
assigned to the type II Cerenkov sum-frequency mixing between the collinear SHG and the 
incident beam (See Fig. 2(a)). We note that the SHG conical wave is barely observed in Fig. 
2(b) due to experimental limitations of our digital camera in the 2μm infrared region. The 
external measured angles obtained by tuning the fundamental wavelength in the 1200-2400 
nm spectral range are shown in Fig. 2(c). The generated conical emissions show a decreasing 
angle with increasing wavelength in agreement with the index dispersion of LiNbO3. The 
theoretical fittings to Eqs. (3) and 4 associated with the different Cerenkov harmonic 
generation processes (from 2th to 5th) are plotted as solid lines according to the expressions: 
 ( 1)
( 1) ( 1)
( 1)
cos Ii
i i
i k n
k n
ω ω
ω ω
θ +
+ +
+ ⋅
= =  (3) 
 ( 1)
( 1) ( 1)
cos
( 1)
II i i
i
i i
k k i n n
k i n
ω ω ω ω
ω ω
θ +
+ +
+ ⋅ +
= =
+ ⋅
 (4) 
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Fig. 3. (a). Schematic diagram showing the transverse phase matching condition of the 
multistep cascaded χ(2)-nonlinear Raman Nath diffraction for the different harmonic generation 
processes observed in this work: Second Harmonic Generation (SHG), Third Harmonic 
Generation (THG), Fourth Harmonic Generation (FHG) and Fifth Harmonic Generation 
(FiHG). (b,c) Far field nonlinear patterns recorded when the fundamental beam was fixed at 
1900nm and 2300nm, respectively. The inner rings have been labelled as ( , )a biα where “i” 
correspond to the harmonic order (i = 2,...5) and (a,b) is the order of the NLRN process 
involved. (d) Angular dependence of the generated conical NLRN patterns as a function of the 
fundamental wavelength. Theoretical fittings (solid lines), experimental data (coloured dots). 
Blue, orange and green lines correspond to 3th, 4th and 5th harmonics, respectively. 
which are directly derived from Eqs. (1) and (2). The relationship between the external 
and internal angle was obtained by means of Snell’s equation using the ordinary refractive 
index values given by Zelmon et al [21]. A good agreement was obtained between the 
experimental and theoretical curves for both type I and II longitudinal PM conditions. Similar 
results were obtained for the extraordinary beam. Both types of Cerenkov frequency 
conversion processes have been already studied for conical beams, however the maximum 
harmonic order was limited to THG [22–24]. Here, the conical Cerenkov harmonic generation 
is extended up to fifth order owing to the large density of ferroelectric domain walls at the 
irradiated areas and the small size of the inverted domains (~1μm). In fact, the great variety of 
reciprocal lattice vectors provided by both, the nonlinear χ(2) square modulation and the 
ferroelectric domain walls along with the additional random components arising from the 
imperfections on the size and shape of the hexagonal individual domains, make possible to 
compensate the mismatch of the Cerenkov type harmonic generation in a quasi-continuous set 
of directions in the XY plane [19, 25]. As a result, a large number of simultaneous phase 
matching conditions are available so that high harmonic generation becomes an efficient fully 
phase matched process exhibiting annular distribution at well defined directions governed by 
the longitudinal phase matching condition (Cerenkov angles). 
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Further, the generation of high harmonic conical waves via the so-called Nonlinear 
Raman Nath Diffraction (NLRN) in 2DNLPC is also observed from our structures. In this 
case, only the transverse PM condition is fulfilled, the angular dispersion being governed by 
the exact matching of the lattice period with the generated harmonic wave [26]. The second 
order nonlinearity induced by domain walls plays a key role in NLRN diffraction processes, 
however, short lattice period are required for simultaneously phase matching multiple 
nonlinear interactions. Similar to the Cerenkov type, NLRN high harmonic generation occurs 
via multistep χ(2) cascade processes. In the first step, a second harmonic wave is generated 
satisfying the transverse PM condition: 1 2
1 2
( , ) 2 2
2 2 , 1 2 0sin
m m
m mk G m m Gω α = = +  where k2ω is 
the wave vector of the second harmonic beam, 0 2G π= Λ  being Λ the period of the 
nonlinear structure, m1,2 integer numbers representing the order of the reciprocal lattice 
vector, and 1 2( , )2
m m
α  the internal propagation angle of the (m1,m2)-order second harmonic 
wave. The next steps for the cascade generation involve the consecutive sum frequency 
mixing processes between the generated harmonics and the fundamental wave. The PM 
conditions for these successive steps can be written by the scalar relations: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2 1 2
2 2,
3 3 , , 1 1 2 2sin
a b
m m n n ok G G m n m n Gω α = + = + + +
 
 (5) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2 1 2
2 2,
, , 1 1 2 2sin ... ... ...i i
a b
i i m m n n ok G G m n m n Gω α = + + = + + + + +

 (6) 
kiω being the wave vector of the i-th harmonic order and ( ), .a biα  the internal propagation angle 
of the i-th harmonic beam generated at order (a,b). The particular schematic PM diagram for 
each harmonic process is depicted in Fig. 3(a). Figure 3(b) and 3(c) show an expanded view 
of the far field nonlinear patterns recorded when the fundamental beam was fixed at 1900nm 
and 2300nm, respectively. In addition to the longitudinal PM Cerenkov harmonic beams, a set 
of inner rings can be observed and related to third, fourth and fifth harmonic waves. They 
have been labelled as ( , )a biα where “i” refers to the harmonic order (i = 2,...5) and (a,b) 
represents the reciprocal lattice vector responsible for the diffraction involved. The external 
angles measured on tuning the fundamental wavelength from 1600 to 2400 nm are shown in 
Fig. 3(d). The 
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Fig. 4. Experimentally obtained external conical angles for a frequency converted wavelength 
of 500 nm by different types of phase matching geometries. Solid dots: Cerenkov type high 
harmonic generation. Open circles: Nonlinear Raman Nath diffraction processes. 
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theoretical angles obtained from Eqs. (5) and (6) fit well the experimental data. Here, it is 
worth to highlight the co-existence of both, NLRN and Cerenkov nonlinear phenomena, 
which allows to generate multiple harmonic conical waves at different angles. 
In particular, for a frequency converted wavelength in the green-blue spectral region, 
angular dispersion values from 40° to 50° degrees are obtained. Similarly, several 
wavelengths can be generated at a fixed conical angle. Figure 4 shows a collection of all the 
measured external conical angles at 500 nm. Finally, the effect of the polarization of the 
fundamental beam on the generated nonlinear patterns was analyzed in Fig. 5. Figure 5(a-d) 
shows four pictures of Cerenkov type third and fourth conical rings recorded for several 
angles of input linear polarization. Figure 5(e-f) shows the polarization dependence of fifth 
and fourth Cerenkov rings along with a set of inner rings arising from NLRN diffraction 
processes. The results are in excellent agreement with the azimuthal dependence of the 
quadratic nonlinear effective coefficients of LiNbO3 [19, 20, 22]. As seen, the azimuthal 
position of the maxima and minima of each harmonic conical wave depends equally on the 
orientation of input polarization regardless the involved PM condition. Moreover, 
complementary nonlinear patterns are obtained for linearly polarized fundamental beams with 
polarization states parallel to x and y axis of the crystal. So, the interaction of a circularly 
polarized fundamental beam would results into symmetrical conical nonlinear diffraction 
patterns with a homogenous intensity distribution across the whole ring [20]. 
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0º 90º
 
Fig. 5. Effect of the polarization of the fundamental beam on the generated nonlinear 
patterns.(a-d) Third and fourth Cerenkov harmonic waves for different linear polarization 
angles. From left to right: γ = 0°, 45°, 90° and 135°, respectively. (e-f) Far field nonlinear 
patterns obtained for linearly polarized fundamental beams with polarization states parallel to x 
(γ = 0°) and y axis (γ = 90°) of the crystal. Fourth and fifth Cerenkov rings along with a set of 
inner rings arising from NLRN diffraction processes can be distinguished. 
4. Summary and conclusions 
To summarize, careful processing based on e-beam lithography and poling of LiNbO3 has 
allowed lateral periodic arrangements to be fabricated at pitches beyond the state of the art. 
This has demonstrated a step forward in the range of harmonic generation with currently 
available broadband sources in the VIS-NIR. Broadly tunable multiple high-harmonic conical 
beams have been generated by means of a multistep χ(2) cascade processes in a single 
2DNLPC with a square lattice of inverted domains with periodicity around 2 μm. The large 
density of ferroelectric domain walls at the irradiated areas combined with the small size and 
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dispersion of the inverted individual domains have made possible the access to a large 
number of QPM conditions. As a result, the simultaneous generation of multiple annular 
harmonics (from second up to fifth harmonic conical beams) in a single nonlinear structure is 
demonstrated to be an efficient phase matched process. The frequency response can be tuned 
in an extremely large spectral range and continuous generation of nonlinear conical beams 
covering the whole visible spectral region is demonstrated. Further, the same wavelength can 
be generated at multiple orders hence leading to concentrically emitted conical beams 
exhibiting angular dispersion values as large as Δθ = 50°. To the best of our knowledge this is 
the first report in which on a solid state system up to fifth harmonic generated conical beams 
are obtained by simultaneously phase match both longitudinal and transverse geometries. The 
generation of conical beams has recently shown a broad number of potential applications in a 
wide variety of fields including optical deflection, symmetry studies, high resolution optical 
microscopy, or even photon entanglement [27–30]. Thus, the ability to control the spatial and 
spectral distribution of several photons simultaneously on a compact system represents a step 
towards novel nonlinear color fan devices, and will enable new experiments on, for example, 
quantum optics or 3D in-vivo imaging. 
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